
Reflection 3 — project update 

group 1 

 

0. Members of your team, and the community you will be working with; 

We will be working with the Xinjiekou community. The members of our team and the part for 

which are responsible are shown in the following table: 

member  responsible part 

时天行 introduction 1 

Sandra methodology&conclusion 2&4 

王恺琳 results 3 

李钰 deliverables 5 

 
 

1. introction of program 

In the last two months, we have been working with xinjiekou community in Beijing, and the 

main content of the work is to help the community to carry out the rebuilding of the outside gates 

of local residential house. Next the presentation will be divided into five parts, the introduction 

and background, our research methods and works, the key findings and results, conclusions and 

imperfections, and the display of our prototype models. First I will explain the reason why we 

choose to work on this, and the background situation of this community. 

 

Xinjiekou Street is a typical old urban area in Beijing, and many hutongs gather there, espe-

cially in Baitasi area, where we have been mainly working. Hutongs, just like alleys in English, 

are generally narrow streets in traditional residential areas of Beijing. Due to their long history 

and the confusion of their property rights in recent years, most of these hutongs are densely pop-

ulated and have weak public service, so that the living conditions of the residents here are 

poor(of course so do their gates). And another currently existing condition is that the unique cul-

ture of Hutong itself has been affected severely due to the impact of foreign populations, which 



we called cultural decay. For example, the original close neighborhood relationship almost van-

ished. 

 

Therefore, the problems we must face is obvious – the first thing we need to consider is the 

quality of living environments of the residents. The environment mentioned here includes both 

the good appearance, living facilities, as well as rebuilding the previous hutong culture.  

 

So here comes the purposes for choosing to rebuild the doors. For traditional Chinese people, 

gates have so much culture significance. The traditional Chinese gate not only has a unique Chi-

nese-style beauty in shape, craftsmanship, and appearance, but also a symbol of a family's social 

status and living status.(Picture) Therefore, a beautiful traditional Chinese door will make the 

whole family looks very decent, so the community leader also agrees this project to revitalize the 

space. 

Besides the cultural concerns, we believe a well-designed gate can do more than just one en-

try’s function. After our field research, we found that for many doors, the problem of lacking in-

tegration of some necessary functions exists. So much messy objects (such as notice boards, 

complicated wires etc.) these things near the door affect the appearance of the door itself and the 

life of the residents greatly. According to our ideas, we try to integrate the functions like storage, 

decoration, pipeline arrangement and residents' social interaction to meet their comprehensive 

needs. This also counts for the meaning of renovating the gates. 

 

2. methodology and key-findings 

Our research methods and key findings include site visit observations, data collection and 

analysis, interviews and brainstorming. 

 

During our site visit observations, we rated on a scale of 1-5 the current condition of the 

hutong gates, traditional features, modern features and then concluded with an overall score. The 

purpose is to increase awareness and knowledge of the different types of hutong gates in the 

area. Based on our site visit observations and hutong gate ratings, our results show that (i) most 

of the gates are old, (ii) most of the gates have some forms of traditional features which require 



repairs, and (iii) most of the gates also lack necessary modern features. Most importantly, 70% of 

the hutong gates would require refurbishment.  

 

We also conducted interviews with the residents and the key findings show that 65% of the 

residents were unsatisfied with their current gates and 70% of the residents see the need for a so-

cial space outside their gate as they interact with their neighbours on a daily basis. 

 

The physical gate components that residents would hope to have on their gates include the es-

sentials (door lock, unit no. plate, door knocker, flag bracket), convenience for elderly (ramp, 

handrail), rain shelter (canopy) and neighbourhood updates (public noticeboard). They did not 

want the threshold as the height is inconvenient for the elderly. The mailbox, milk box and news-

paper box can also be removed as they are no longer used often. 

 

Other components that residents would hope to have on their gates include: (i) storage space 

as there are often messy clutter around the hutong gates (ii) safety and security (fire extinguisher 

system, CCTV, lamp post), and (iii) proper drainage system as there is the issue of front gate 

flooding due to uneven land. 

 

The gate features that most of the residents want to keep are traditional elements, the aesthet-

ics of the gates, as well as the cleanliness. Very few residents wanted green features.  

 

Based on our results and key findings, we carried out brainstorming on a map and decided to 

come up with two hutong gate redesigns – i. generic hutong gate redesign and ii. Specific hutong 

gate redesign. The generic hutong gate redesign will be applicable to as many hutongs as possi-

ble, and the specific hutong gate redesign will be used to promote gate refurbishment in other 

neighbourhoods.  

 

  

3. Results 

3.1 general refurbishment hutong gate model 

So in this part, our generic hutong gate model will be displayed through four points.  



 
 

（1）integrative functions 

We design an integrative function of Unit No.Plate, retractable flag bracket, 

public notice board and the storage space. When the flag is not used, you can 

put it inside. And if you order  newspaper or milk from the company, you 

can change the storage space into the newspaper box or 

milk box. It all depends on residents need. This 

design can not only unifies all the necessary  elements, 

but be convenient for the whole installation of the 

community. 

 

（2）security functions 

Security functions includes the lamp post and one-click emergency increasing the street safety. 

Meanwhile, because most residents do not have the habit of locking the gates, so we install the 24h-

CCTV to enhance a sense of security.  

 

（3）barrier-free features 

Because there are many elderly people living in hutongs, it is important to add barrier-free features 

includes handrail, ramp instead of the steps and the threshold. And we remove its height for safety and 



convenience, but still maintain the strip pattern to imitate the traditional threshold design.   

         

 

（4）traditional elements 

Finally, we still hold some traditional elements. In the Chinese traditional cultural system, different 

patterns or styles represent different classes. But in modern society, its leave only aesthetic significance. 

We design tiled pattern, the wall column carvings, the lion door knocker and the Chinese couplets to 

inherit the traditional hutong culture.  

 
3.2 specific refurbishment hutong gate model 

So Based on the general gate model, we also modify it with the special needs of residents lived in it 

into another specific hutong gate model. In this project, we chose the gate of XIAOCHAYE HUTONG 

No31 as the design subject. It is necessary for us to start a specific model progress  because we think this 

experience can effectively help to promote the idea of gate refurbishment in other neighborhoods. Also, 

it’s an opportunity to test the general model. 

The reason for choosing XIAOCHAYE HUTONG No31 is that the gate is the oldest one in the Baita 

Temple community. The residents lived here were very receptive to the idea of gate refurbishment, on the 

other hand, they also held a warm and friendly neighborhood relationship which portrays a positive image 

of a cohesive traditional hutong.  

（1）barrier-free features 



Talking about the special design model, before the refurbishment, residents put buckets and clutters on 

the roof and there was no space to dry clothes in the yard. So we set up a lifting clothes rack on the gate 

roof to use space efficiently.  

（2）wall space combination 

Because residents especially likes to socialize besides the door, and the wall space was empty for use. 

So we design a combination of a bench, green features plants and the electrical distribution box, putting it 

besides the wall in street. This integration is both practical and aesthetic.  

（3）flap function 

Then, we modify the gate itself. Before refurbishment, an old wooden seat was attached to the fixed  

left door for residents to chat with each other, so we design it into the retractable seats with storage boxes. 

The residents can use seat more flexible and safe.  

Meanwhile, because of the lack of storage space, people put their own things in messy way behind the 

left door. So, we also design a built-in shelf attached to it to increase their storage room. 

 

4. conclusions 

Here is the ideas and work structure of the project. After determined to do with the door reconstruction, 

firstly we collected information of most of the gates along our track, and next is interviews to residents 

there. These are aimed to get informed about the deficiency current of the doors and the hopes of the 

residents. After we gathered these data, we determined the proper shape and functions through 

brainstorming. 

After we did modeling, the first step of which is to modularize those wanted functions so as to apply 

these selectively to the specific doors later. We believe this step can greatly simplify the process when 



design to rebuild so many different doors. And for the door we are currently working on, due to Beijing’s 

climatic reason, the actual construction will take place next year. 

 

5. deliverables 

（1）Physical model 

The model established by the software is hand-made into a physical model.The model concludes 

two parts: Door transformation and the Furniture and modules from door itself and door space. 

 

 

 

1:For the door itself 

2:For the door space 

（2）Poster 



    

 (3) The questionnaire and interview outline 

The following is the questionnaire and interview outline designed during the investigation of the 

community and the in-depth interview with Xiaochaye no. 31. 

(1-3: questionnaire; 4: interview outline) 



 

                      

                  



（4）Video 

We get background information about the local community (the status quo of traditional neigh-

borhood communication); expectations and evaluation of the project; future sustainable develop-

ment; Value to the community; the participation of government organizations and other aspects 

from the interview of Miao section chief. 

 

 

 

 


